Sub-assemblies
Certain parts of the engine can be prepared in advance as sub-assemblies.
This will allow trial assembly to take place and minimise the amount of work
that has to be done at any one time. Store completed sub-assemblies such
that can be easily identified and retrieved. Always protect them from
corrosion with light oil or grease as required. The largest assembly is the
complete gearbox, which is assembled onto the inner timing cover.
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Auto advance unit
The auto advance unit is fixed to rotate, anti-clockwise, with the camshaft at
half engine speed. There is a taper fit which maintains concentricity and a
long central bolt to retain the mechanism. The washer under the head of
the bolt is a special size so that it does not touch the contact breaker cam
and stop it from moving. As the engine speed increases the centrifugal
action on the weights pull them outwards against the springs, which rotates
the cam further anti-clockwise to advance the sparking point. The contact
breaker cam is specially designed to open and close the points without
letting them bounce which would cause an unwanted spark. There is a line
on the cam which shows its highest point and is used when setting the
contact breaker gap. The cam also is notched to allow manually applied oil
to get to the bearing surface more easily. The amount of advance rotation
of the cam is limited by a pin operating in a slot in the rotor. The standard
mechanism has two such slots 5° and 12°. For this engine the pin must sit
in the longer 12° slot.

Oiling notch

Spring anchor
High point mark

Extractor thread

Cam

12° Stop

Lucas auto advance unit (anti clockwise)
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Valves

Valve sizes

The exhaust valve head is smaller than the inlet valve head. The exhaust
has less gas to flow, because it has been combusted.
Clean and examine the valves. If the valve stems are worn replace them.
Lap the valve seats into the head with fine grinding paste. Polish the valve
stem ends flat and square to the stem axis.
Check that the collets are not pulling through the collars and that they can
self support on the clean valve stems. If all is well, the top surface of the
collets should be flush with the face of the retainer.
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not rotate when the head nuts are being removed. Assemble the base
gasket (the thin paper type gaskets are not up to the job and the later,
thicker, black type is better).
Then the cylinder barrel, push rods, head
gasket and head and rockerbox assembly allowing the con-rod (no piston) to
enter the cylinder bore.
If necessary, slacken the two nuts either side of the crankcase mouth to
allow the barrel spigot to enter the crankcase. Check that the length of the
barrel studs are correct and that the cylinder head nuts will assemble OK.
Check also that the pushrod lengths will allow the tappet clearance to be
obtained. Carefully remove the dry assembled parts.

Pushrod positions
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Timing side case

Heat the case and freeze the bearings, first fit the large mainshaft bearing
with its rubber seal (if fitted) to the outside and then the needle roller. Tap
only on the outer races. The timing side crankshaft main bearing is
assembled to the timing side crankcase in a similar manner whilst the
crankcase is still hot.
Carefully tap in the gearbox oil seal, not too far so that it touches the
bearing, but until it is just flush with the outer case. Pack the space
between the bearing and seal with grease but leave some space for
expansion.

Oilways
Thoroughly clean all the crankcase oilways and assemble the Oil Pressure
Relief Valve. Seat the new ball with a sharp tap. Apply sealant to both sides
of the washer, and assemble, making sure that the spring and ball stay in
place.
A cut down box spanner (7/16” Whitworth) is a useful tool as it
allows the valve to be removed for cleaning whist the engine is in the frame
of the motorcycle.
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Slide on the mainshaft sliding gear and its selector fork and engage the
selector fork roller with the upper camplate track. Slide in the selector fork
spindle through the forks, and make sure it is pushed well home into the
inner timing cover hole.

Spindle

Mainshaft
fork

Mainshaft
sliding
gear
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Arm parallel
to gasket
face

Lubrication
hole

Rack flush with
boss

The ball must be the correct size and well greased to glue it into the rack
otherwise it can fall out on assembly.
Remove the three slave screws from the inner timing cover. Add the contact
breaker wire in its sleeve with the grommet facing the correct way, make
sure that the sleeving is not twisted or stressed otherwise it can split when it
gets hot. Replace the circlip which prevents the stop going through into the
gearbox and push the stop into position in the inner timing cover. With the
ball stuck into its rack recess, do a trial assembly:
Ensure that the clutch operating rod is in place and adjust the clutch centre
screw to give a small amount of clearance when the cover is home.
This means that the ball cannot fall out of position and that the clutch
springs won’t have to be compressed to allow the cover to seat. Engage the
tang of the return spring over the kickstart quadrant and wind it clockwise to
allow the spring eye to sit over the anchor pin. Grease the quadrant gears
and spindle as well as the gearchange shaft. Fit the two hollow dowels, these
positively locate the outer cover to prevent relative movement which can
jam the kickstart spindle.
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